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Aitken.Steffensen Acceleration and a New Addition
Formula for Fibonacci Numbers
*)

By Masaharu ARAI,*) Kazuo OKAMOT0, **)
and Yoshinori KAMETAKA***)
(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. J.A., Jan. 13, 1986)

Interesting addition formulae for Fibonacci numbers and for cot (x)
are discovered by the third author through various numerical observations.
It is verified rigorously for the first time by the first author by mathematical induction and then is proved more directly by the use of detailed
properties of Cauchy matrix by the second author [3]. We will discuss
these formulae in details elsewhere ([1] and [2]).
1. Addition formula. Consider the three parameter family of
functions"
p(x) p(cr,
(1.1)
x) (at + ) / (’ 1),
with a+/:/:0, ’:/:0. For a=(--1)/2,
p(n) p(a,
(1.2)
n 1, 2, 3,
n) F_/F,
is the ratio ot the consecutive Fibonacci numbers F,_: and F,"

-,

,"

F0=0, F=I, F+=F+F_, n=1,2,3,....

(1.3)

-

The other important examples are
coth (x) p(1, 1, e x)
(1.4)
and
cot (x) =p(-, :-l, exp (2V 1); x).
We state the main theorem"
y)
x, y,
and for any set (x,
Theorem 1.1. For m 2, 3, 4,
of arbitrary complex numbers the function p(x) given by (1.1) satisfies:
p(x +
(1.5)
+ x + y + + y)= l /tl(p(x+ y))-l

.,

.,

--det (p(x+y))/det p(x+y)

0
tl
provided that .x,/ :/:1 for 1_i, ]_ m. Here (p(x + y)) denotes an m m
matrix with the indicated (i, ]) components, 1 is the column m-vector with
all components 1, 1 is its transposition.

When applying this formula to the sequences (1.2) we consider the
case when x and y are natural numbers.
By (1.4) we obtain
cot (x+...+x+y+...+y)=l/tl(cot(x+y))-l.
(1.6)
In particular, putting x=x--iy and y=]y, we have
t)
*)
**)
***)
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cot (mx)- 1/l(cot (x + (]-i)y))-l.
AiskenoSteffensen acceleration. It is well known [4] that any
linearly convergent sequence Pn may be transformed into a better convergent one (A.p) by the Aitken-Steffensen transformation
(1.7)

2.

(AP)--(P+,Pn_--P)/(P+--2pn--[-P_)

(2.1)

P.-

=1/(1, 1)

P.

p._
1

p.

1

1
0

*

he following extended "Aitken-Steffensen transformations", known as
the "s-algorithm" ([4]),
m=2, g, 4,
(2.2)
(A)=1/1(._)-1,
are also frequently used to accelerate the convergence of sequences. Conwe have"
sidering (1.g) in the ease z=-i, and
the eqeee =p()
Nor
Theorem
1.1.
to
m=2, 8, 4,
Corollar7
gie b (1.1) atie
(A)=
(.
he resent work begins by the discovery of this fact concerning
=() of (1.2) through numerical oservation for m=2. Oserve the
sequence (1.2); we obtain in fact"
6
5
7
3
1
2
4
n
(2.4)
0
8/13
3/5
5/8
1/2
2/3
n
(Ap)
2/3 5/8 13/21 34/55 89/144 233/377.
Note that Pn converges to (J 5--1)/2 as n tends to infinity. The above
numerical data show that p is transformed into the new sequence (Ap)
=p which converges to the same limit doubly ast. It is natural to conjecture that (Ap)n:Pn, (AP)n=P,... and so on. These relations can
be easily confirmed numerically and it is easy to verify (Ap)=p and
(Ap)=pn directly. But to establish it in general case we need some
results of pure mathematics about matrices and determinants. The first
rigorous verification of Theorem 1.1 is done by mathematical induction
with respect to m, by the use of Laplace expansion theorem for determi-

=,

.

.

nants.

Cauchy matrix. For a set (a,..., a, b,..., b) of mutually
distinct arbitrary complex numbers we consider the m X m Cauchy matrix
and its modification

,

--b

being complex constants such that +0. It is well known (Cauehy’s
lemma [g]) that"
det (, b)= (-)(b--b)/ (--b).
(8.)
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Using this we can show that
(3.4)
det A(c,/, a, b)= (+ )-(a(a)+ a(b)) det C(a, b)
where a(a)=a,...a and a(b)=b...b. Investigating these matrices in
details we can show"
Theorem 3.1. For the m m matrices A and C we have
1 /tlA-’l (oa(a) + a(b)) / (am(a) --an(b))
(3.5)
and

(3.6)

b).
1/tlC(a, b)-ll--1/(al+ +a-bl
In the case a,="* and b-"-, we have (1.5) from (3.5).
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